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MOBILE APP
All the annual meeting related information in the palm of your hand.

Create your personal calendar
Manage and plan your busy conference schedule by adding your favorite activities to your own personal calendar. Add items to your phone calendar for personal reminders.

Easily search the program
- Happening Now – see what is happening in real time
- Sessions – search by day or by session type
- Search – search by keyword, topic or name

General Info
Find information about the Annual Meeting including AALS office hours and services. Find information on hotels, transportation, and local attractions. Finally, find special offers to our attendees in the Delegate Discount Pass in the app's Document Center.

Surveys
Let AALS and its Sections improve the quality of the programs. Please submit your survey after participating in the sessions.

Maps
Are you looking for a particular session room or exhibit booth location? Do you want to find a nearby restaurant? Browse the maps or click on the location from the session or exhibitor entry. You can also access Google Maps for driving directions from our Headquarters Hotels by using the link in the Event Info button.

Favorites
Do you want to keep a separate list of sessions, or make note of any speakers or exhibitors you want to contact? You can do this from the app. Star your preferred content or add to your calendar. You can also take notes and send them via email!

Social Networks
Stay Connected! You can post tweets or leave comments without leaving the event app.

What else?
All modules are linked together for easy navigation. “Favorites” links to “My Calendar”; “Location” rooms link to “Maps,” etc. You can always go back to the home page by selecting the home icon.

Accessible Offline
No Wi-Fi, no problem. Attendees are guaranteed access to event content with or without internet connection.